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Abstract. Sexual polymorphisms are model systems for analyzing the evolution of reproductive strategies. However,
their plasticity and other binary traits have rarely been studied, with respect to environmental variables. A possible
reason is that, although threshold models offer an adequate quantitative genetics framework for binary traits in a
single environment, analyzing their plasticity requires more refined empirical and theoretical approaches. The statistical
framework proposed here, based on the environmental threshold model (ETM), should partially fill this gap. This
methodology is applied to an empirical dataset on a plastic sexual polymorphism, aphally, in the snail Bulinus truncatus.
Aphally is characterized by the co-occurrence of regular hermaphrodites (euphallics) together with hermaphrodites
deprived of the male copulatory organ (aphallics). Reaction norms were determined for 40 inbred lines, distributed
at three temperatures, in a first experiment. A second experiment allowed us to rule out maternal effects. We confirmed
the existence of high broad-sense heritabilities as well as a positive effect of high temperatures on aphally. However
a significant genotype-by-environment interaction was detected for the first time, suggesting that sexual plasticity
itself can respond to selection. A nested series of four ETM-like models was developed for estimating genetical effects
on both mean aphally rate and plasticity. These models were tested using a maximum-likelihood procedure and fitted
to aphally data. Although no perfect fit of models to data was observed, the refined versions of ETM models conveniently
reduce the analysis of complex reaction norms of binary traits into standard quantitative genetics parameters, such as
genetic values and environmental variances.
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Sexual polymorphisms are characterized by the co-occur-
ence of different sexual morphs within the same population
of hermaphroditic species (Darwin 1877). They constitute
model systems for analyzing the evolution of mating systems,
because sexual morphs represent alternative reproductive
strategies (e.g., different selfing rates). Most of the work on
sexual polymorphisms has been performed in plants, with
gynodioecy being probably the most classical example (for
review, see Couvet et al. 1990). However, examples can be
found in animals, such as aphally (Larambergue 1939) or
androdioecy (Sassaman 1989). A focal point in all studies of
sexual polymorphisms is analyzing factors determining sex-
ual morphs. The role of genetic factors has repeatedly been
shown (Van Damme 1983; Barrett 1994; Doums et al. 1996a).
However, the influence of environmental factors has been
considered far less often. For example, a few studies are
available in cleistogamous plants (Waller 1980; Paoletti and
Holsinger 1999; see also examples of environmental sex de-
termination in animals in Janzen and Paukstis 1991). In
snails, various environmental cues strongly influence the sex-
ual morph (Schrag and Read 1992; Baur et al. 1993; Doums
et al. 1996a,b). Detailed studies of sexual phenotypic plas-
ticity, that is, the production of different sexual morphs by
a single genotype when placed in different environments
(Schrag et al. 1994b; Doums et al. 1996a), are therefore of
great importance for predicting the evolutionary fate of sex-
ual polymorphisms. Indeed, selection could act not only on
morph frequencies, but also on individual phenotypic plas-
ticity (Roff 1986; Doums et al. 1996a).

Aphally is a sexual polymorphism in Pulmonate snails (re-

view in Doums et al. 1998b). It is defined by the co-occur-
rence of regular hermaphrodites, referred to as euphallic in-
dividuals, together with aphallic individuals, which do not
have the male copulatory organ. Both sexual morphs can self-
fertilize and outcross, although aphallic individuals outcross
only as females. Most studies of this trait have been con-
ducted in the freshwater snail Bulinus truncatus (Laram-
bergue 1939; Schrag and Read 1992; Doums et al. 1996b).
Aphally has a complex genetic basis in this species (Lar-
ambergue 1939; Doums and Jarne 1996; Doums et al. 1996b).
Temperature also affects the determination of sexual morph,
with its increase leading to increased frequencies of aphallic
individuals (aphally ratio, or AR), whether in the laboratory
(Schrag and Read 1992; Doums et al. 1996a,b, 1998b) or in
natural populations (Schrag et al. 1994a,b). Analyzing ac-
curately the determination of sexual polymorphisms such as
aphally requires quantitative genetic models.

Binary traits, such as aphally, are usually analyzed under
the threshold model (TM; Falconer and Mackay 1996; Roff
1997; Lynch and Walsh 1998). However, the TM does not
include environmental effects (e.g., temperature). This led to
the development of the environmental threshold model
(ETM), what takes phenotypic plasticity into account (Hazel
et al. 1990). Briefly, the ETM assumes that genotypes code
for an individual threshold, T, relative to an environmental
variable. Individuals develop into one morph when raised in
an environment below T and into the other morph when raised
above T. This phenotypic plasticity is often referred to as
‘‘conditional strategies’’ (Hazel et al. 1990). Roff (1994,
1996) suggested analyzing plastic binary traits using the
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ETM, and Doums et al. (1996a,b) adapted it for the case of
aphally. In the original formulation of the ETM, T behaves
as a classical quantitative trait following a normal distribution
in the population. The original model also admits nongenetic
variance of T as a source of individual variation (i.e., mi-
croenvironmental variance, VE). However, VE is assumed a
priori to be constant across genotypes, and therefore has no
impact on the fate of conditional strategies. Both Roff (1994)
and Doums et al. (1996a,b) found this last assumption to be
consistent with empirical data. However, these authors did
not use the adequate quantitative genetics design for evalu-
ating, or even detecting, VE. Moreover, the basic assumptions
of the ETM have been only partially tested, and no standard
procedure is available to measure its goodness of fit to actual
data.

The aim of this paper is to estimate the genetic and en-
vironmental components of phenotypic variance of aphally
in B. truncatus and to test whether the ETM, or derived mod-
els, adequately explain this variance. As mentioned above,
previous work has established that both genetic and envi-
ronmental factors are involved in the determination of aphally
in B. truncatus. They have been more equivocal with regard
to interaction between these factors, which may be due to
the lack of genetic control. Assessing interactions indeed
requires reaction norm experiments, that is, exposing geno-
types to various environmental conditions (e.g., Lynch and
Walsh 1998). However true genetic replicates (inbred lines)
were not used in previous studies. Pure lines of B. truncatus
were constituted and used in the present reaction norm ex-
periment. Maternal effects were also checked. The ETM was
refined by adding an error variance in the determination of
individual environmental thresholds for each genotype sep-
arately. A maximum-likelihood procedure was derived to test
both the significance of each term of models and their good-
ness of fit to observed reaction norms. This procedure was
applied to aphally data, to determine which model should be
used to predict the evolution of aphally. However, the max-
imum-likelihood procedure can be applied to any plastic bi-
nary trait.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two experiments were performed. First, a reaction-norm
experiment was conducted, involving 40 inbred lines from
four populations. Parents were maintained at constant tem-
perature, and their offspring reared at various temperatures.
The offspring aphally ratio (AR) was determined and the
influence of several parameters (e.g., inbred line or popula-
tion) was analyzed. The ETM and derived models were tested
using this dataset. Maternal effects (e.g., parental sexual
morph) on AR at various temperatures were analyzed in a
second experiment based on a more limited number of ge-
notypes than the first one.

Organism and Rearing Conditions

Bulinus truncatus is a highly selfing snail species (Lar-
ambergue 1939; Viard et al. 1997). Sexual maturity of iso-
lated individuals is gained in the laboratory at approximately
5 mm in length, that is, about 25 days of age above 258C,
but almost 75 days at 198C (Doums et al. 1998a). Eggs are

then layed continuously until death, which occurs in between
four months and 12 months under laboratory conditions (Lar-
ambergue 1939). Aphallic individuals have been detected in
all populations of B. truncatus so far studied, at frequencies
generally higher than 50%. Phally status can easily be
checked in snails larger than about 3 mm (see Jarne et al.
1992). More information on breeding biology and phally
polymorphism in B. truncatus is given in Doums et al.
(1998a).

The inbred lines used were set up from individuals col-
lected in four natural populations from Niger (Boyze, Ko-
bouri, Mari, and Namaga) in 1995. Their AR at sampling
was 0.81, 0.00, 0.71, and 0.75, respectively (Doums et al.
1996b). These sites are separated by 100–450 km (Doums et
al. 1996b; Viard et al. 1997). Each line was initiated from a
single G0 individual, and was maintained at 258C under self-
ing, using the design described in Doums et al. (1996a). The
individuals used were G10 for Boyze and Namaga, G9 for
Kobouri, and G14 for Mari, and were therefore considered as
wholly homozygous. The number of lines available was 10
for Boyze, five for Kobouri, eight for Mari and 17 for Na-
maga. Over the whole experiment, snails were maintained
under a 12:12 L:D photoperiod in 75-ml plastic boxes filled
with water originating from the Lez spring (near Montpel-
lier). Details on rearing temperatures are given below. Snails
were fed ad libitum with boiled lettuce. Water and food were
changed twice a week. The position of rearing boxes was
randomly changed twice a week.

Reaction-Norm Experiment

Experimental design. This experiment aimed at testing the
effect of genetic and environmental factors on the AR. This
was performed by estimating the AR at several temperatures
among the offspring of individuals from inbred lines. One
snail was randomly chosen before sexual maturity from each
of the 40 lines, irrespective of its sexual morph. This provided
seven aphallics (A) and three euphallics (E) in Boyze, five
E in Kobouri, four A and four E in Mari, and 11 A and six
E in Namaga. They were maintained isolated at 258C. After
sexual maturity, all capsules containing eggs were collected
every two days over about six weeks (May 22 to June 19,
1998). The first batch of capsules was placed at 198C, the
second at 258C, the third at 308C, the fourth at 198C, and so
on up to the 14th batch (Fig. 1). After hatching, juveniles
were maintained at the same temperature up to the deter-
mination of sexual morph. Note that full-sibs collected on
the same day were reared in the same box. The position of
the boxes in the rearing room was randomized twice a week.
Phally status was determined in 2254 individuals (19 indi-
viduals, on average, for each of the 120 combinations of
genotype and temperature).

Statistical analysis. Because aphally is a binary trait, the
relevant data for a given genotype is the probability of having
a phallus at a given temperature. This was estimated as the
AR among offspring within a line at a given temperature.
The genetic factors included in the analysis were genotype
(inbred line), parental sexual morph, and population of origin.
The parental sexual morph was considered as a genetic factor.
Indeed, because parental snails were chosen at random, their
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the reaction-norm experiment. Inbred lines (gi), which originated from four populations, were maintained
at 258C. Eggs were collected from each line and dispatched across three temperatures, and juveniles were subsequently maintained at
the same temperature up to the determination of phally status.

TABLE 1. Results of analyses of deviance in the reaction-norm experiment. The full model tested is given on the first line. m is the grand
mean; ti, pj, mk, and gjkl refer to offspring rearing temperature, population, parental sexual morph, and genotype (line), respectively; bijklm is the
error term (box). Other terms are interactions. For each model, the term tested is in bold characters. Ddev (Ddf) is the change in residual
deviance (degrees of freedom) between the model and the model minus the bold term. Test refers to the associated F-values (x2 for the full
model), and P is the corresponding probability.

Model Ddev Ddf Test P

Error term
aijklm 5 m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 tpij 1 tmik 1 pmjk 1 gjkl 1 tgijkl 1 tpmijk 1 bijklm

All G 3 E interactions
m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 tpij 1 tmik 1 pmjk 1 gjkl 1 tgijkl 1 tpmijk

Specific G 3 E interactions

508.54

196.18

439

78

508.54

2.17

0.01

, 1026

m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 tpij 1 tmik 1 pmjk 1 gjkl 1 tgijkl 1 tpmijk

m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 tpij 1 tmik 1 pmjk 1 gjkl 1 tpmijk

m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 tpij 1 tmik 1 pmjk 1 gjkl

m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 tpij 1 tmik 1 pmjk 1 gjkl

All genetic terms
m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 pmjk 1 gjkl

132.26
1.46

18.84
25.37

921.18

66
4
2
6

39

1.73
0.29
7.47
3.35

17.31

7 3 1024

0.89
6 3 1024

0.003

, 1026

Specific genetic terms
m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 pmjk 1 gjkl

m 1 ti 1 pj 6 mk 6 pmjk

m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk

m 1 ti 1 pj 6 mk

Environmental term
m 1 ti 1 pj 1 mk 1 pmjk 6 gjkl

436.68
15.91
287.6

37.9

137.12

33
2
1
3

2

9.71
3.83

137.18
5.99

50.30

, 1026

0.02
, 1026

5 3 1024

, 1026

morph can be assumed to give a rough estimate of their line
AR at 258C. The genotype factor was nested within the com-
bination parental morph/population. The main environmental
factor was the rearing temperature of offspring. Other en-
vironmental sources of variation were pooled into the error
term of models. Data were analyzed using analyses of de-
viance under the framework of generalized linear models
(Crawley 1993). The logistic-transformed probability of be-
ing aphallic aijklm, where i, j, k, l, and m stand for rearing
temperature, population, parental sexual morph, genotype,
and rearing box, respectively, was estimated as:

a 5 m 1 t 1 p 1 m 1 tp 1 tm 1 pm 1 gijklm i j k ij ik jk jkl

1 tg 1 tpm 1 b , (1)ijkl ijk ijklm

where m is the grand mean; ti, pj, and mk refer to deviations

from m due to rearing temperature, population, and parental
sexual morph respectively; gjkl is the deviation due to ge-
notype l from population j with parental sexual morph k;
bijklm is the error term (or box factor); and other terms are
interactions. The error term was assumed to follow a binomial
distribution with parameter m (number of offspring within a
box). The effects of factors and all possible interactions were
tested through model reductions (Crawley 1993, ch. 12; Table
1). Overdispersion of data was accounted for following Craw-
ley (1993, ch. 13). All calculations were performed using the
GLIM package (Baker and Nelder 1985). Analyses were con-
ducted using the whole dataset, as well as per temperature,
per population, and per population/temperature combination.

We also computed broad-sense heritabilities of aphally for
each temperature in each population and in the pooled dataset.
Several methods have been developed to estimate the heri-
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the environmental threshold model (modified from Roff 1994). The lower panels represent the distribution of T,
the individual temperature threshold, among genotypes. Two genotypes (g1 and g2) are considered (light and heavy lines, respectively).
The upper panels represent the predicted reaction norms for the same genotypes, that is, the alpha ratio as a function of temperature t.
Three situations are pictured from left to rigth: (A) no microenvironmental variance (si 5 0); (B) constant microenvironmental variance
(si . 0); and (C) microenvironmental variance varying among genotypes (si . 0). The genetically determined value Gi of T for genotype
i, can be interpreted as the temperature at which the predicted aphally ratio is one-half.

tability of threshold characters, and they give similar results
(Roff 1997; Lynch and Walsh 1998). The ANOVA method
used is described ny Roff (1997, pp. 55–56) and estimates
the heritability of the underlying trait (liability) determining
the sexual morph under the classical TM. Briefly, data were
encoded as 0 or 1 (for aphallics or euphallics, respectively)
and analyzed as in a regular analysis of variance. The heri-
tabilities on the 0/1 scale were then back-transformed into
heritabilities on the underlying scale using formulae given
in Roff (1997)

Test of the environmental threshold model. The TM was
used to estimate heritability at each temperature (hereafter
referred to as macroenvironment, as opposed to microenvi-
ronment, which will be defined below). However, the TM
does not include macroenvironmental effects. The reaction-
norm data were therefore tested using the ETM and derived
models (see introduction).

In the ETM, the continuous underlying trait is the indi-
vidual threshold temperature, Tj (in temperature units; j refers
to individuals). This threshold varies among individuals and
behaves as a classical quantitative trait. In the case of aphally,
individual j becomes euphallic if raised at a temperature be-
low Tj and aphallic if raised in warmer conditions. If the
microenvironmental variance, VE, is negligible, the ETM as-
sumes purely genetic effects. Therefore,

T 5 g ,ij i (2)

where i and j refer to individual j of genotype i, whose genetic
value is gi. In this form, the ETM takes the shape of a step
function: at temperature t, individuals sharing the same ge-
notype i should be either all euphallic (t , gi) or all aphallic
(t . gi; see Fig. 2). This was obviously dismissed by our
data, because intermediate ARs were found for most geno-
types at each temperature (see Results). Therefore, a non-
genetic component was incorporated, so that:

T 5 g 1 e ,ij i ij (3)

where eij is normally distributed with mean zero and variance
s2. s2 represents the usual microenvironmental variance, that
is, the variation in Tij due to developmental errors and/or
uncontrolled environmental variation. As usually assumed in
quantitative genetics models, s2 is constant and does not vary
across genotypes (e.g., Lynch and Walsh 1998). When s2

differs from zero, intermediate AR may be observed for a
given genotype at a given temperature. s2 controls the slope
of the reaction norm: when s2 is zero, there is a sharp tran-
sition from 100% euphallic to 100% aphallic when temper-
ature passes the threshold gi. In contrast, the reaction norm
is completely flat when s2 is infinite (Fig. 2). However, the
shape of reaction norms may differ among genotypes. In the
ETM framework, this means that genotypes vary in their
ability to control developmental noise. This variation was not
accounted for in the original version of the ETM (Hazel et
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al. 1990). The adequate model in this case is still represented
by equation (3), except that eij is now normally distributed
with mean zero and variance which varies among geno-2si

types (Fig. 2).
Even when both g and s2 are allowed to vary among ge-

notypes, the model may not perfectly fit the data. Indeed, the
ETM assumes that the reaction norm of a given genotype
takes the form of a cumulative normal distribution. For ex-
ample, ARs must be either uniformly increasing or uniformly
decreasing functions of temperature. With only two temper-
atures tested, one can always find an ETM (i.e., a value of
[g, s2]) perfectly fitting the data. However, because our ex-
periment was conducted at three temperatures, the extra de-
gree of freedom can be used for testing whether the reaction
norms significantly depart from the shape assumed by the
ETM (i.e., cumulative normal). The ETM was therefore com-
pared with a (full) model that fit separately ARs in each
genotype and temperature.

The models described above are hierarchically related as
follows: ETMg (g estimated for each genotype, a single s-
value) is included into ETMgs (a single value of both g and
s per genotype), which is itself included into the complete
model (AR estimated for each genotype in each temperature).
We also considered a null model ETM0 assuming no genetic
variation at all (a single value of both g and s for all ge-
notypes). The performances of the models were compared
using likelihood-ratio tests. The log-likelihood of a model is:

ln(L) 5 [a ln(p ) 1 e ln(1 2 p )], (4)O O it it it it
i t

where ait and eit are the number of aphallic and euphallic
individuals, respectively, produced by genotype i in temper-
ature t and pit is the corresponding probability of being aphal-
lic under the model considered. For ETMgs:

p 5 f[(t 2 g )/s ],it i i (5)

where f(x) is the surface of the right tail of a standard normal
distribution down to x. The same formula applies for the
ETMg, replacing si by s and for ETM0, replacing si by s
and gi by g. A Mathematica (Wolfram 1991) program (avail-
able upon request) was written for estimating numerically
values of g and s that maximize the likelihood under the
ETMgs, ETMg, and ETM0. For the complete model, the best
fit is obtained for

aitp̂ 5 . (6)it a 1 eit it

The maximum log-likelihood was obtained from equation (4).
Models were compared by calculating the change in deviance
X2 5 2 2ln(L)model 1 2 ln(L)model 2). This follows a x2 dis-
tribution with P1 2 P2 degrees of freedom (Pi being the
number of independent parameters estimated in model i; see
McCullagh and Nelder 1983).

Maternal-Effect Experiment

Experimental design. In the previous experiment, the AR
was estimated using a single parental snail per line. The
genotype (line) effect could therefore be inflated by maternal
effects, because parents were not replicated within lines. For

example, aphallic and euphallic parents of identical genotype
may produce different ARs among their offspring. This would
compromise using parental phally status as a rough estimate
of genetic tendency to aphally (as done in the reaction-norm
experiment). This was evaluated using several aphallic and
euphallic parents from a given line. In the previous experi-
ment, parents always experienced a single temperature
(258C). Because the temperature experienced by parents may
also affect their offspring AR, the experiment included dif-
ferent rearing temperatures for parents. The offspring AR was
estimated at different temperatures. Because the number of
combinations could quickly increase with such a design, we
considered three genotypes and two temperatures only, that
is, 24 combinations (three genotypes 3 two parental sexual
morphs 3 two parental rearing temperatures 3 two offspring
rearing temperatures). The experimental design is presented
in Figure 3. The lines were chosen at random from the Na-
maga population. For each line, one box containing immature
offspring from the previous experiment was chosen at random
for each of two temperatures (258C and 308C). Offspring were
isolated, and their sexual morph determined. One aphallic
and one euphallic snail were chosen at random per genotype
and temperature. These snails served as parents and were
maintained at the same temperature over the whole experi-
ment. Once all snails had reached sexual maturity, egg cap-
sules were collected every three days. The first batch was
placed at 258C, the second at 308C, the third at 258C, and so
on. Capsules were collected 12 times from July 1 to August
8, 1998. Juveniles hatching from these capsules were main-
tained at the same temperature and monitored until the de-
termination of sexual morph (N 5 700).

Statistical analysis. Four factors were considered. Ge-
notype (line) was the only genetic factor. The environmental
factor was offspring rearing temperature, whereas the ma-
ternal effect factors were parental rearing temperature and
parental sexual morph. The effect of factors and their inter-
actions were tested using analyses of deviance (see above).
The full model is presented below along with the correspond-
ing results. Significance of terms was evaluated through mod-
el simplification.

RESULTS

Reaction-Norm Experiment

Analyses of deviance. Results are presented in Table 1
and in Figures 4 and 5. We will consider successively error,
interactions between genetic and environmental terms, and
genetic and environmental terms. The error deviance (‘‘box’’
effect bijklm) of the full model was slightly larger than ex-
pected under binomial sampling (observed/expected 5
508.54/439 5 1.16; first line in Table 1). However, significant
overdispersion was restricted to Namaga at 258C and 308C
(x2

64 5 94.78, P 5 0.007 at 258C; x2
67 5 89.12, P 5 0.040

at 308C).
Interactions between genetic and environmental factors

(tgijkl, tpmijk, tpij, and tmik) were collectively highly significant
(Table 1). This indicates genetic variation for the reaction
norm of aphally to temperature, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Individually, each of the four interaction terms was also high-
ly significant, except tpmijk (Table 1). The significance of the
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FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the maternal-effect experiment. Parental snails were offspring from the reaction norm experiment. In-
dividuals from three lines (Namaga) were raised at both 258C and 308C. For each line and and temperature, there was one aphallic and
one euphallic snail. Their egg capsules were dispatched successively at 258C and 308C. Juveniles were maintained at the same temperature
up to the determination of phally status.

tpij term indicates that part of the genetic variance for the
reaction norm segregates among populations, whereas that of
the tmik term indicates that the parental sexual morph is a
reliable (if crude) indicator of this genetic variation. This
clearly appears in Figure 4 when contrasting dashed and full
lines. However, the population and parental sexual morph did
not fully explain the genetic variation for reaction norms.
Indeed, additional variation was due to genotypes within
combinations of population and parental morph (term tgijkl).
This is illustrated in Figure 4 by the marked variation in
slopes among genotypes with either aphallic or euphallic par-
ents.

Genetic factors (terms gjkl, mg, pj, and pmjk), when consid-
ered together, were highly significant (Table 1). These genetic
differences could partly be accounted for by the population
and parental sexual morph factors (pj and mk terms, respec-
tively, in Table 1; Figs. 4, 5). However, as previously, there
was significant variation among genotypes within combina-
tions of population and parental morph (gjkl term in Table 1;
Fig. 4). The main effect of temperature was highly significant
(ti term in Table 1), and the AR increased with temperature
(Figs. 4, 5).

Additional analyses were conducted within populations. A
diversity of situations were observed (Fig. 4). In Namaga,
Mari, and Boyze, genotype-by-environment interactions were
detected (tmik 1 tgikl term; in Mari: F14,81 5 2.29, P 5 0.011;
in Namaga: F32,209 5 1.88, P 5 0.005; in Boyze: F18,93 5
1.86, P 5 0.029). Genetic and environmental main effects
were also significant in Mari and Namaga (mk 1 gkl terms in
Mari: F7,95 5 22.29, P , 1026; in Namaga: F16,241 5 17.80,
P , 1026; term in Mari: F2,95 5 13.91, P , 1024; in Namaga:
F2,241 5 20.10, P , 1026). In contrast, Boyze genotypes were
on average insensitive to temperature (ti term: F2,111 5 0.30,

P 5 0.741), although they displayed markedly different ARs
(mk 1 gkl terms: F9,111 5 12.33, P , 1026). The opposite
situation was found in Kobouri, in which genotypes were
sensitive to temperature (ti term: F2,64 5 38.62, P , 1026),
but did not differ in mean ARs (gl term: F4,64 5 1.72, P 5
0.16; note that mk was not included in the analysis because
all parents were euphallic) or reaction norm to temperature
(tgil term: F8,56 5 1.03, P 5 0.43). Analyses were also con-
ducted within temperatures and within the 12 population-
temperature combinations. Genetic variation was very sig-
nificant at 198C and 258C among and within populations (data
not shown); however, little variation was detected at 308C,
with no significant population effect and no significant ge-
notype effect within populations, except for Namaga. The
AR was indeed high and similar in all populations (Fig. 5).
Note that differential mortality could not introduce detectable
differences in AR among genotypes, because mortality was
overall very low (,10%).

Estimating broad-sense heritability. The results were con-
sistent with those obtained from the analyses of deviance.
First, high values of broad-sense heritability were detected
when populations were pooled, and heritability decreased
with increasing temperature (Table 2). Second, all popula-
tions had large heritabilities, except Kobouri (Table 2).

Test of the environmental threshold model. Results are
presented in Table 3. ETMg (genetic variation on g defining
the threshold Tij and fixed developmental noise x) performed
better than ETM0 (fixed g and s), but was outperformed by
ETMgs (variation on both g and s). There was significant
residual variance, because ETMgs was itself outperformed by
the complete model. In other words, the reaction norms dif-
fered significantly from cumulative normal distribution.
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FIG. 4. Reaction norms of aphally ratio (AR) to temperature within four populations. Each line represents a genotype. Dashed and solid
lines refers to genotypes for which euphallic and aphallic parents were used, respectively.

Maternal-Effect Experiment

The models tested and associated results are given in Table
4. The error variance was slightly larger than expected under
binomial sampling (observed/expected 5 80.41/52 5 1.55;
first line in Table 4). The detailed analysis per genotype
showed that this was due to a single genotype (error term
for g3:x2

18 5 41.22, P 5 0.001). None of the 11 interaction
terms were significant (Table 4). rj (parental rearing tem-
perature) and mk (parental sexual morph) were considered as
maternal effects. Note that the parental morph effect was not
considered as a genetic effect as in the reaction-norm ex-
periment because parental morphs were compared within ge-
notypes. The first one was highly significant, whereas the
second one was not. Significant genetic variation was also
detected (gl term). In contrast, ti (offspring rearing temper-
ature) was not significant. Further analyses indicated that the
influence of parental rearing temperature was significant for
g2 only (F1,22 5 23.25, P 5 8 3 1025). The parental sexual
morph factor was never significant within genotypes (g1: F1,22
5 0.00, P 5 0.96; g2: F1,22 5 1.87, P 5 0.19; g3: F1,23 5
0.03, P 5 0.87). We also tested for maternal effects at a given
temperature by adding all maternal effects other than parental
rearing temperature (rmjk 1 rmgjkl 1 rgjl 1 mk 1 mgkl) to

the minimal model (including only significant terms, that is,
and gl) . This was not significant (F8,64 5 1.84, P 5 0.09),
indicating that individuals from the same line reared at the
same temperature produce offspring with similar AR.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we attempted to identify the source of phe-
notypic variation for a binary trait, aphally. We focused on
the respective roles of genetic and environmental factors, as
well as on their interaction, and the validity of the ETM.
These two aspects will be discussed in turn, highlighting the
assessment of genotype-by-environment interactions and the
test of ETM-like models.

The results of the reaction-norm experiment (hereafter
RNE) indicate that a significant proportion of phenotypic
variation for the sexual morph in B. truncatus is of genetic
nature. Indeed, high broad-sense heritability values were ob-
tained in most populations as well as in the pooled sample
(up to 0.9). This is consistent with previous results obtained
by Doums et al. (1996a) in the same populations. These val-
ues were 0.479 (SE 5 0.066) and 0.756 (0.116) at 258C for
Namaga and Mari, respectively, which are comparable to the
0.559 (0.144) and 0.790 (0.270) values obtained here. In
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FIG. 5. Reaction norms of aphally ratio (AR) to temperature within each population. The AR was estimated as the proportion of aphallic
offspring over all lines at each temperature.

TABLE 2. Broad-sense heritability (on the underlying scale) estimated at three temperatures either for the whole dataset or for each population
separately. SE and sample size are given in parentheses.

Temperature

198C 258C 308C

All data
Boyze
Kobouri
Mari
Namaga

0.79 (0.099, 785)
0.59 (0.253, 125)
0.09 (0.283, 102)
0.92 (0.257, 173)
0.82 (0.156, 385)

0.71 (0.096, 800)
0.50 (0.224, 111)

20.07 (0.067, 131)
0.79 (0.270, 144)
0.56 (0.144, 414)

0.27 (0.068, 669)
0.45 (0.280, 92)

20.108 (0.023, 111)
0.24 (0.185, 121)
0.35 (0.124, 345)

contrast, Schrag et al. (1992) found no heritability, probably
because they used genetically similar snails. We also ob-
served that the genetic variation is distributed among indi-
viduals within populations, in agreement with previous data
(Doums et al. 1996a,b).

Genetic effects may be upwardly biased. Uncontrolled en-
vironmental variation at the box level could indeed create
artificial resemblance among boxmates, because several off-
spring of the same line were raised in the same box. However,
several boxes (typically four to five) were set up and their
position was regularly randomized for each line and tem-
perature (largely averaging out potential box effects), and
only limited variation was detected among boxes within lines
and temperatures (low overdispersion). This certainly reduces
the bias due to shared environment. Maternal effects, espe-
cially the parental sexual morph, may constitute a further
source of bias. The results of the RNE do show that lines
represented by aphallic parents yielded highly aphallic off-

spring (for technical reasons, it was impossible to standardize
the parental sexual morph over lines). However, the maternal-
effect experiment (hereafter MEE) performed on a restricted
number of lines, indicated that the influence of the parental
morph was not significant within lines and temperatures. The
parental morph in the RNE is therefore not a causal deter-
minant of the offspring AR, but rather a correlate of common
genetic factors. In other words, the parental sexual morph
behaves as a rough indicator of genetically determined AR,
not as a source of nongenetic variation. This is in line with
previous studies (Schrag and Read 1992; Schrag et al. 1992;
Doums et al. 1996a). The MEE design allowed to check for
another maternal effect, the parental rearing temperature. A
significant effect was detected for one genotype only (of
three). This result is puzzling because no effect of the off-
spring temperature was detected. Indeed, the three randomly
chosen genotypes happened to show a rather flat response to
temperature in the RNE experiment. The parental temperature
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TABLE 3. Results of the likelihood-ratio tests performed on the ETMs. ln(L) is the log-likelihood and Dev. the total deviance (i.e., twice the
difference in ln[L]) between the model and the complete model) of the corresponding model. Pi refers to the number of free parameters, x2 to
twice the difference in log-likelihood between two successive models, Pi 2 Pj to the difference in number of free parameters between two
successive models, and P to the corresponding probability of the x2 test.

Model ln(L) Dev. Pi x2 Pi 2 Pj P

Complete

ETMgs

ETMg

ETM0

956.89

994.33

1060.13

1515.59

0

74.89

206.48

1166.41

120

80

41

2

complete vs. ETMgs

74.89
ETMgs vs. ETMg

131.59
ETMg vs. ETM0

959.93

40

39

39

7 3 1024

5 3 10212

5 3 102176

effect and the lack of offspring temperature effect in the MEE
is possibly due to the fact that eggs experienced the parental
rearing temperature before their transfer, although for a lim-
ited time only. The effect of offspring temperature is therefore
partly confounded with the effect of parental temperature in
the MEE. This is not the case in the RNE, where only one
parental temperature was used (258C). Despite this puzzling
result, the maternal effect due to parental temperature, if
present, does not inflate the variation among genotypes de-
tected in the RNE because the parental temperature was 258C
for all genotypes. On the whole, the MEE does not dismiss
maternal effects in a clear-cut manner. However, it provides
some evidence to the hypothesis that most of the variation
observed in the RNE is of genetic nature.

The RNE confirms the influence of temperature on AR
(Schrag and Read 1992; Doums et al. 1996a) and, more in-
terestingly, indicates a significant genotype-by-environment
interaction. Doums et al. (1996a), using families of G3 full-
sibs from Mari, failed to detect such an interaction in a similar
reaction norm experiment. Because the snails they used were
the ancestors of the snails used here, their result probably
derives from the lack of true genetic replicates. Three gen-
erations of selfing (as in Doums et al. 1996a) may not permit
elimination of the within-family genetic variance for aphally,
making the detection of interaction difficult. Genotype-by-
environment interactions had been analyzed for other binary
traits. For example, Roff (1994) found no interaction for the
proportion of macropterous individuals in three species of
crickets, when the environments differed by a single variable
(temperature or photoperiod). However, Rhen and Lang
(1998), investigating sex ratio in reptiles, found that family
interacted significantly with temperature in two of three spe-
cies studied, although no interaction was found by Janzen
(1992) in one of these species. (Note though that the reaction
norm of sex ratio in reptiles is not a monotonic function of
temperature, making a comparison with aphally rather haz-
ardous.) Genotype-by-environment interactions are of sig-
nificant importance for the evolution of binary traits because
genetic variation for reaction norms allows selection to act
on phenotypic plasticity. This certainly highlights the ne-
cessity of developing new models for the evolution of sexual
polymorphisms, since the role and evolution of sexual plas-
ticity has not been accounted for in previous models (e.g.,
for gynodioecy, Gouyon et al. 1991; for aphally, Doums et
al. 1998b). Population structure must also be taken into ac-
count, as our results indicate that the populations of B. trun-
catus exhibit very different potentials for the evolution of

sexual plasticity. Genetic variation for reaction norms was
found in all populations but Kobouri. Kobouri lines are sen-
sitive to temperature, but do not show genetic variation for
the AR at any temperature. In contrast, lines from Boyze
were genetically variable, although on average not sensitive
to temperature.

Studying the evolution of reaction norms requires appro-
priate descriptive models. Hazel et al. (1990), addressing the
question of ‘‘how selection acts to mould alternative phe-
notypes (or strategies) to evolutionary optima,’’ developed
the ETM for binary characters. They considered some mi-
croenvironmental variation among individuals around the ge-
netically determined threshold, though did not include it as
a parameter in the model (see Fig. 2A, B). We extended the
ETM to allow for both nongenetic variance for thresholds
and variation of this variance among genotypes. These ETM-
derived models were evaluated using a framework based on
maximum-likelihood procedures. First, our results cannot be
explained by an ETM that assumes purely genetic effects.
The AR of a given genotype at constant temperature is indeed
generally intermediate, while such an ETM predicts it to be
either zero, or one (Fig. 2A). Adding microenvironmental
variance is therefore required, as previously hypothesized by
Roff (1994) and Doums et al. (1996a). However, these au-
thors were not able to test their hypothesis, due to inappro-
priate experimental designs—they could not separate within-
line genetic variance from microenvironmental variance.
Here the improved ETM (ETMg in Table 3) explains 82% of
the deviance when compared to the null model. However, an
even more detailed version, including genotype-specific mi-
croenvironmental variance (ETMgs) yielded an additional
11% decrease in deviance when compared to ETMg. Because
heterozygosity has often been related to developmental sta-
bility (Lerner 1954; Eanes 1978; Mitton 1978; Deng 1997),
one may wonder whether this result is an artefact due to the
extreme homozygosity following enforced selfing in the lines
used. However, heterozygosity-stability relationships have
been established in naturally outcrossing species and con-
sidered as an expression of inbreeding depression. In contrast,
natural populations of B. truncatus have an average selfing
rate above 80%, and no inbreeding depression has been de-
tected to date (Doums et al. 1998b). Moreover, repeated en-
forced selfing allowed here to standardize inbreeding levels,
which naturally vary among individuals directly taken from
the field.

The variation in developmental noise (si) among genotypes
is better interpreted as the expression of genotype-by-envi-
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FIG. 6. Reaction norms of aphally ratio (AR) to temperature rep-
resented as cumulative normal distributions obtained using the
ETMgs (see text for more details). Each line represents one geno-
type, and the 40 lines are shown.

ronment interaction (Fig. 6), since si controls the slope of
reaction norms (Figs. 2, 6). As a consequence, the basis of
aphally is better described using the ETMgs than the ETMg,
that is, when considering genotype-specific developmental
noise. Note that other research fields in evolutionary biology
include such a noise as an important parameter (Gavrilets
and Hastings 1994), for example the theory of developmental
homeostasis (Lerner 1954). Empirical studies provide some
ground for such a position (e.g., Deng 1997). However,
ETMgs does not fit perfectly the present data, leaving a small
(6%) but significant residual deviance when compared to the
complete model. This means that the reaction norms do not
exactly take the shape assumed by ETMs—a cumulative nor-
mal function. It remains that the ETM has too much power,
both qualitative and quantitative, to be rejected (at least the
ETMgs version) when describing aphally.

More generally, the maximum-likelihood framework used
here can be applied to any plastic binary trait, assuming that
experimental data, especially on genotype-by-environment
interactions, are available. There are at least two advantages
associated with the approach based on ETMs. First reaction
norms are modeled in terms of developmental noise (si).
Whether this has any biological sense or should be considered
as a purely phenomenological way of describing reaction
norms is a matter of interpretation. However, developmental
noise is a central component of evolutionary models (Lerner
1954) and its relationships with phenotypic plasticity have
been underlined. For example, the canalization concept in-
cludes both restricted developmental noise and insensitivity
to macroenvironmental variation (Waddington 1942; Zak-
harov 1992). In this context, the ETM approach has the ad-
vantage of providing a clear, mathematically explicit rela-
tionship between these two sources of variation.

Second it is very convenient to describe reaction norms
using a few parameters only. This is not without analogy
with the polynomial models often used for continuous traits
(Via et al. 1995). Modeling the evolution of binary traits
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indeed requires a thorough description of genotype-by-en-
vironment interactions, as the latter allow not only for se-
lection on plasticity, but also for the maintenance of vari-
ability in natural populations subject to macroenvironmental
variation.

With regard to aphally, the adaptive nature of plasticity
remains unknown because the selective forces involved have
not been characterized in natural populations. This situation
parallels that of environmental sex determination, for which
adaptive hypotheses received ambiguous support from em-
pirical data (Bull and Charnov 1989; Rhen and Lang 1998).
In the current models, the evolution of aphally depends on
natural selection on selfing rates, that is, inbreeding depres-
sion, the cost of the male function, and the shape of the
relationship between the selfing rate and AR (Doums et al.
1998b). Because the range of values for these parameters in
B. truncatus is not yet well assessed, the relevant selective
pressures acting on ARs are still uncertain. Sensitivity of the
sexual morph to temperature has to be added to this list of
parameters. Indeed, temperature may correlate with condi-
tions under which selfing is selected. Schrag et al. (1994a)
detected a correlation between AR and parasitic prevalence
in Nigerian populations of B. truncatus and proposed that
euphallic individuals would be favored at low temperatures
if the parasitic pressure increases when temperature decreas-
es. This hypothesis assumes that outcrossed progeny have a
better fitness than selfed progeny in the presence of parasites,
as suggested by the Red Queen hypothesis (Bell 1982). How-
ever, many parameters other than parasitic pressure, such as
population density or metabolic maintenance costs, may cor-
relate with temperature and modify the selective pressure on
aphally. These hypotheses remain ad hoc speculations in the
absence of relevant data. However, because Bulinus popu-
lations are unstable and frequently experience bottlenecks
(Brown 1994; Vera et al. 1994; Viard et al. 1997), short-term
patterns at the scale of one or a few natural populations may
reflect recent random events rather than equilibrium situa-
tions optimized by natural selection.
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